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ABSTRACT 

The roadside area where fixed-object hazards are explicitly minimized is called the clear zone, which 
became standard design practice soon after the 1966 Congressional hearings on road and automobile 
safety.  Mounting evidence, however, is beginning to cast doubt on what we think we know about the 
impact of roadside clear zones on actual safety outcomes.  This is particularly an issue with street trees in 
urban contexts, which are known to provide economic, environmental, and livability benefits, but are also 
widely considered a road safety detriment.  

Part 1 relies on advances in remote sensing to map both tree canopy and street-tree locations in GIS for 
the entirety of the city and county of Denver, Colorado. We then statistically test the association between 
street trees and seven years of road safety outcomes while controlling for factors known to be associated 
with crash outcomes. Despite 50 years as standard design practice, our results suggest that the expected 
safety benefit of roadside clear zones – at least with respect to street trees in an urban context – may be 
overstated.  In fact, larger tree canopies that extend over the street are associated with fewer injury/fatal 
crashes, as well as fewer crashes overall while holding all other variables constant.  The number of street 
trees per mile associates with improved safety in wealthier neighborhoods, but it can be detrimental in 
low-income neighborhoods. This inconsistency represents an equity issue in need of future research.  
When assessing the safety impact of street trees in the clear zone, municipalities and transportation 
agencies need to be more cognizant of context and the potential influence of street design changes to road 
user behaviors, particularly related to issues that more directly affect safety, such as travel speeds and 
driver awareness. 

Part 2 investigates the usefulness of 3D volumetric pixels (voxels) and USGS Quality Level 2 (QL2) 
LiDAR data to measure features in streetscapes. As the USGS embarks on a national LiDAR database 
with the goal of covering the entire United States with QL2 data or better, this paper investigates uses of 
QL2 LiDAR for the 3D measuring of streetscapes. Tree mapping is a common use of QL2 LiDAR data, 
and street trees are among the most common features within urban streetscapes that transportation and 
urban designers assess. Traditional remote sensing techniques derive tree polygons from imagery; and 
traditional uses of LiDAR for tree canopy mapping are based on deriving a 2D canopy polygon with an 
attribute for elevation height. However, when breaking up streetscapes into 5-ft elevation zones and 
calculating street-tree voxels at each elevation zone height, 3D characteristics of street trees that become 
prevalent completely differ from the common 2D LiDAR derived street trees. Statistical tests in this paper 
display how different the 3D characteristics are from the 2D-derived LiDAR polygons, as this paper 
introduces a new methodology for measuring streetscape features in 3D, particularly street trees. 

The appendices include examples of how these issues were integrated into assignments for graduate level 
civil engineering classes, as well as the output from a foundational master’s report. 
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PART 1: URBAN CLEAR ZONES, STREET TREES, 
AND ROAD SAFETY1 

 
1.   INTRODUCTION  

One of the hallmarks of the road safety program in the United States over the last half century is the clear 
zone concept.  The “clear zone” refers to the roadside area where engineers minimize “fixed-object 
hazards,” such as trees, utility poles, and signs, in an effort to improve safety outcomes.  The concept 
began to proliferate in transportation engineering circles after the 1966 Congressional road safety 
hearings.  While Ralph Nader and his book, Unsafe at Any Speed, about automobile design practices 
garnered much of the attention, the testimony of General Motors (GM) engineer Ken Stonex ended up 
influencing road design standards just as much (Weingroff, 2003).  Stonex worked at the GM Proving 
Ground, a 65-mile test-track facility in Milford, Michigan, and spoke to Congress about the fact that 
limited-access highways are far safer on a per-mile basis than other street types.  His research suggested 
three keys to better road safety: access management, one-way traffic, and fewer roadside obstacles.  
Focusing on the last point, Stonex reported that removing all fixed objects from within 100 feet of the 
road, such as at the Proving Grounds, would make it “pretty hard to commit suicide on” (Weingroff, 
2003).  Stonex went on to say: 

This is the real transportation problem that remains to be approached. What we must do is to 
operate the 90% or more of our surface streets just as we do our freeways… [converting] the 
surface highway and street network to freeway and Proving Ground road and roadside conditions 
(Dumbaugh & Gattis, 2005; Weingroff, 2003). 
 

The American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO2) quickly put this idea into standard road 
design practice with the publication of its 1967 manual, Highway Design and Operational Practices 
Related to Highway Safety, which cited the need for a 6-meter (19.7’) clear zone.  AASHO soon 
increased the clear zone distance to 9 meters (29.7’) and began recommending application in urban 
locations as well as rural.  The 2011 AASHTO Roadside Deign Guide continues to encourage clear zone 
application wherever practical, although it does acknowledge that urban right-of-ways may be more 
restricted (AASHTO, 2011; FHWA, 2006). 

Despite 50 years of standard design practice, the research remains conflicted over the true association 
between the clear zone and road safety.  This is particularly an issue when it comes to street trees in an 
urban context.  The research points to street trees improving the pedestrian environment, reducing urban 
heat island effects and the need for as much drainage infrastructure, as well as a host of other social, 
environmental, and economic benefits (Burden, 2006; Ewing & Dumbaugh, 2009).  In his research on 
livable streets, Donald Appleyard discusses how trees “provide relief from the hardness and grayness of 
the city” and help “provide shade in the summer and remind people of the natural environment, which is 
often far away; they signal the seasons, and symbolize, through growth, flowering and decay, the cycles 
of life itself” (Appleyard, 1980).  Street trees seem to be beneficial in most every way but one: road 
safety.  While traffic engineers acknowledge that trees can be an asset, they also point out that trees are 
the “single most commonly struck objects in serious roadside crashes” (FHWA, 2006). For instance, 

                                                 
1 This portion of the report has been peer-reviewed and published: Marshall, W., Coppola, N., and Golombek, Y. 
Urban Clear Zones, Street Trees, and Road Safety. Research in Transportation Business & Management, Vol. 29: 
136-143, 2018 (doi.org/10.1016/j.rtbm.2018.09.003). 

2 In 1973, AASHO changed its name to AASHTO, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials, which it remains known as today. 
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national safety data suggest that car/tree collisions account for more than 4,000 fatalities and 100,000 
injuries in the U.S. each year. 

This section seeks to better understand these safety-related issues via a study of seven years of crash data 
from Denver, Colorado, which we chose due to the ability to map both tree canopy and street-tree 
locations in GIS.  The next part of this section delves into the existing research on street trees and road 
safety outcomes, which is followed by an in-depth discussion of our data and methods.  Controlling for 
variables shown to be associated with crash outcomes – such as street-level characteristics, traffic 
exposure, and neighboring populations – we statistically test the association between street trees and road 
safety outcomes.  We then consider the results in the context of behavioral changes that may occur with 
and without the presence of fixed-object hazards in the roadside. The section concludes with an 
examination of the business management implications, particularly for municipalities and transportation 
agencies, with respect to the design and planning of our future transportation systems. 
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2.   LITERATURE REVIEW 

Two of the early and more well-known studies on the topic of trees and road safety include a statewide 
study of Michigan by Zeigler and a study of Huntsville, Alabama, by Turner and Mansfield (Turner & 
Mansfield, 1989; Zeigler, 1986).  One issue with these early studies is that they tend to focus on 
descriptive statistics.  For instance, Zeigler found that car/tree crashes represent 2.8% of all crashes but 
9% of fatalities (with most fatal crashes occurring with trees larger than 20-in. caliper) (Zeigler, 1986).  
He went on to show that 85% of car/tree collisions occurred within 30 feet of the roadway, a number that 
supported the clear zone recommendation, and cited this type of crash risk as an issue in both rural and 
urban settings (Zeigler, 1986).  Turner and Mansfield intended to focus on the issue of urban car/tree 
crashes and found that 80% of car/tree crashes occurred within 20 feet of the roadway, and that most of 
those were with trees of 12-in. caliper or more (Turner and Mansfield 1989).  These facts, however, 
merely describe where car/tree collisions tend to occur and/or how big the offending trees tend to be; they 
do not tell us anything about whether the presence of the trees themselves are associated with better or 
worse safety outcomes.  Moreover, these studies do not consider whether we would expect fewer crashes 
in the first place – or perhaps even fewer severe injury or fatal crashes – with more or bigger street trees.  
Nevertheless, in the case of Turner and Mansfield, the authors identify a 4% reduction in crashes for 
every extra foot of clear zone and proceed to idealize a transportation system where every road could 
conform to clear zone policy (Turner & Mansfield, 1989).   

One of the overarching issues for researchers trying to improve upon these studies relates to the difficulty 
of collecting adequate tree data at a large scale.  Instead of solving this problem, the next set of studies 
generally looked at small analysis zones.  Based on five arterials in Toronto, for instance, Naderi found 
that mid-block crashes dropped between 5% and 20% with trees or concrete planters located street-side 
(Naderi, 2003).  Dumbaugh and Gattis’ well-regarded 2005 paper, Safe Streets, Livable Streets, focused 
on two stretches of the same corridor in Orlando, Florida.  Accounting for traffic exposure, he found that 
the more “livable” section – with trees and other fixed-object hazards placed well within the clear zone – 
experienced fewer crashes across all severity levels (Dumbaugh & Gattis, 2005).  In a before-and-after 
Texas study of 10 urban arterials, Mok et al. found that the increased presence of landscaping and street 
trees was significantly associated with a decreased crash rate (Mok, Landphair, & Naderi, 2006).  
Although these studies from the early 2000s place their suspicions on conventional clear zone wisdom, 
Wolf and Bratton dug into the issue of car/tree collisions and concluded that urban car/tree crashes were 
still not well understood (Wolf & Bratton, 2006).   

Recent developments in remote sensing and GIS mapping have made collecting tree canopy and/or point-
level tree data a more realistic undertaking.  An excellent study by Harvey and Aultman-Hall, for 
example, relied on the New York City open data web portal to develop streetscape measurements in GIS 
(Harvey & Aultman-Hall, 2015).  Logistic regression models suggest that more open streetscapes – with 
wider roadside clear zones – were more likely to result in injury or fatal crashes.  Alternatively, “crashes 
on streetscapes fully covered by tree canopy are 51% less likely to result in injury or death than those on 
streetscapes without trees” (Harvey & Aultman-Hall, 2015).  Although this study only accounted for tree 
canopy coverage and not tree counts, and 100% tree canopy coverage is not easy to achieve, Harvey and 
Aultman-Hall conclude that planting street trees in urban areas should be considered a beneficial safety 
countermeasure.  We look to build upon these advancements in remotely sensed GIS data with a study 
that considers both the presence of a tree canopy as well as point-level tree location data. 
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3.   DATA 

Assessing the relationship between street trees and road safety requires data on trees near roadways.  As 
recently as five years ago, tree data at the city scale were almost unheard of, but several major U.S. cities 
now have programs that systematically map trees across a city in GIS.  Denver was selected for this study 
because it is one of the only cities with both tree canopy and point-level tree data available.  Another 
advantage of Denver is that the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG), the metropolitan 
planning organization for Denver, recently completed an aerial photography project that produced 
planimetric data in the form of edge of pavement polygons.  We also collected crash data, exposure data 
in the form of traffic counts, and socio-demographic/socio-economic data from the American Community 
Survey (ACS).  This section describes these data in more detail. 

3.1 Tree Data 

We acquired tree canopy data from the City and County of Denver open data catalog.  Based on 
QuickBird 2-ft pixel satellite imagery from 2006, the GIS polygon delineations were created using 
automated feature extraction from the near infrared band. 

The Denver Parks and Recreation Department collects point-level GIS tree data for all trees maintained 
by the city.  This inventory includes all trees located along streets, in medians, as well as those in parks.  
While the attribute data include species and caliper range, these data remains incomplete, but will be a 
useful addition in future research. 

3.2   Crash Data 

In order to overlap with the tree canopy data timeframe, we gathered crash data for 2004 through 2010. 
After geocoding these data, we disaggregated the data by crash severity, mode (i.e., car, pedestrian, bike), 
and crash location (intersection or segment crash).  

3.3   Street Data 

We collected street data from multiple sources, including the city and open streets map.  From these data 
sources, we aggregated centerline polylines, functional classification, number of travel lanes, speed limit, 
as well as whether or not the street has a median.  Our team collected traffic counts from three sources: 
the Colorado Department of Transportation, DRCOG, and the City and County of Denver.  We merged 
these data in GIS in order to account for traffic exposure in the statistical crash models.   

Rather than assuming street widths based on the number of travel lanes, we were able to use edge of 
pavement GIS polygons, which were created using aerial imagery as part of the Denver Regional Aerial 
Photography Project (DRAPP) facilitated by DRCOG.  This GIS layer provides the edge of pavement 
information for all roadways in Denver.  DRCOG collected these data based upon 1"=100' scale, 4-band 
RGB-Ir color orthoimagery using Leica ADS40 and ADS80 digital sensors and processed it with Leica 
XPro software.  For the purposes of this study, the planimetric edge of pavement data offered a much 
more accurate representation of the primary surface of all roadways being evaluated, as well as where the 
pavement is located in relation to the trees and tree canopy. 
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3.4   Socio-demographic and Socioeconomic Data 

To account for socio-demographic and socioeconomic differences in income, race/ethnicity, and age, we 
collected block group level data from the ACS.  To best match the tree and crash data, we focused on the 
five-year ACS sample for 2006–2010.  The data included age information most likely to be associated 
with crash outcomes (percent of residents less than 18 years old and percent of residents greater than 65 
years old).  As race/ethnicity has proven to be significantly associated with crash outcomes (Braver, 2003; 
Campos-Outcalt, Bay, Dellapena, & Cota, 2003; Mayrose & Jehle, 2002; McAndrews, Beyer, Guse, & 
Layde, 2013), we collected relevant variables. These variables turned out to be highly correlated with one 
another, so we aggregated them into a variable representing the percent of non-white residents.  For level 
of education, we aggregated the data into an education index score.  Scores ranged from zero to two in 
terms of the highest level of education received, as follows: less than a high school diploma=0; high 
school degree or some college=1; bachelor’s degree or higher=2.  Thus, a score of 2.0 indicates that the 
average adult level of education for the specified area is at least a bachelor’s degree.  We also collected 
median household income data.  The next section describes the GIS and statistical methodologies. 
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4.   METHODS 

4.1   GIS Methodology 

The unit of analysis for this study is the street corridor.  However, we did not want important street-level 
characteristics to vary along a single corridor.  As a result, we derived the individual street corridors by 
dissolving the street layer by street name, the number of travel lanes, the speed limit, and the presence of 
a median.  This ensured that these particular variables remained consistent along each street corridor.   

Since we also needed to account for traffic exposure with each street corridor, we joined the traffic count 
data and focused on street segments with valid counts.  We then manually assessed the resulting corridors 
and removed sections where the traffic count was likely to vary considerably along a single corridor (such 
as when a segment intersected with limited-access highway on- and off-ramps).  The result was 616 street 
segments covering nearly 500 total street miles.  Since traffic counts tend to be collected on collector or 
arterial roads, our sample possessed relatively few local roads. 

Using the planimetric edge of pavement data, we derived polygon streets from the street centerline 
segments created in the last step. This facilitated the ability to calculate the percent of the street pavement 
covered by tree canopy. Figure 4.1 depicts our tree data clipped to the pavement polygon.  The light grey 
represents streets without traffic counts, while the dark grey depicts two examples of street corridors 
included in the study.  The green represents the tree canopy, while the yellow identifies the portion of the 
tree canopy that overlaps with the street corridors.  For each street corridor, we calculated the percentage 
of the pavement covered by tree canopy.  The trees are the points in the image.  We calculated the number 
of street trees adjacent to each segment, as well as the average distance of these trees to the pavement. 

Figure 4.1  Trees and Tree Canopy Overlap with Street Segments 

Street Corridors with Count Data

Roadways without Count Data

Buildings

Tree Canopy
Tree Canopy Overlapping with Pavement

Tree Location
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Next, we used spatial joins to count crashes along each street corridor.  We counted total crashes, injury 
crashes, and fatal crashes.  Crashes were disaggregated into either intersection-related or segment crashes.     

Block-group level ACS data for the neighborhoods surrounding our street corridors was spatially joined 
to the street corridor polygon layer.  In cases where multiple block groups corresponded to a single street 
corridor, we calculated a population-weighted average of each variable.  For instance if 100 residents of 
one block group had a mean age of 60, and 20 residents of a neighboring block group had a mean age of 
30, then the block group with more residents would carry more weight.  In this case, the population-
weighted mean age would be 55 years old.  The same process was repeated for each of the ACS variables 
described in the data section.  Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics for our data. 

Table 4.1  Descriptive Statistics (selected variables) 

  

 
4.2  Statistical Methodology 

The question we are trying to answer is the following: how are roadside trees associated with road safety 
outcomes?  The dependent response variable used to address this question in our statistical analysis is a 
count of the number of crashes.  A conventional linear regression model may not be appropriate for this 
analysis because of the requirement that the dependent response variable be normally distributed (Long, 
1997).  To resolve this issue, researchers often rely upon a generalized linear model (GLM) for analyzing 
count-based crash data.  A GLM can be used to account for a non-normal distribution using a link 
function that relates the linear portion of the model to the mean of the dependent response variable.  Link 
functions can take various forms – such as log, logit, inverse, or inverse squared – but the purpose is to 
allow the response variable to relate to the explanatory variables in a nonlinear way (Long, 1997).   

Variable Mean SD Min Max

N=616 Street Segments

Total Crashes per Mile 481.16 879.81 0 11,286
Injury or Fatality Crashes per Mile 63.20 110.21 0 1,215
Total Segment Crashes per Mile 144.91 246.20 0 2,730
Injury or Fatality Segment Crashes per Mile 14.78 21.64 0 224
Tree Canopy (percent street coverage) 5.90 8.04 0 57.2
# of Street Trees per Mile 96.52 77.40 0 406.2
Average Distance from Tree to Pavement 8.83 5.75 0 29.7
Standard Deviation of Tree Distances to Pavement 5.16 2.95 0 18.1
Traffic Volumes (in thousands) 15.15 15.26 0.17 101.88
# of Travel Lanes (average) 2.71 1.09 1 6
Speed Limit (average) 30.15 5.26 25 45
Presence of Median (0, 1) 0.25 0.43 0 1
% Non-White Residents 42.62 25.06 0 97.90
% of Residents Less than 18 Years of Age 18.74 10.46 0 49.90
% of Residents Greater than 65 Years of Age 10.85 7.38 0 46.17
Level of Education Score 1.27 0.35 0 1.98
Household Income (average in 100,000s) 6.35 2.17 0 15.17
Street Segment Length (average in miles) 0.79 0.77 0.03 4.42
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Model No.

1

2

3

4

Dependent Variable
All Crashes

All Injury & Fatality Crashes
Total Segment-Related Crashes
Segment-Realted Injury & Fatality Crashes

Since crash data are over-dispersed and not normally distributed, the negative binomial model is more 
appropriate, as it is a generalized version of the Poisson model that accounts for this over-dispersion by 
introducing a random stochastic component to the log-linear Poisson mean function relationship (Long 
1997, Noland & Quddus, 2004).  The following is the negative binomial generalized linear regression 
model: 
 
 
     where:  

μi = Randomized version of conditional mean of expected crash count of street i   
Xi = Independent predictor variables 

 β = Estimated vector of coefficients representing effects of the covariates 
εi = Stochastic component representing random error used to account for over-dispersion 

Over the last decade, the negative binomial model has become accepted practice for traffic safety 
researchers conducting statistical testing of crash counts where over-dispersion is an issue (Zhou, Ivan, & 
Sadek, 2009).  The negative binomial probability distribution is determined by (Long, 1997): 

 
 
 
     where:  

Г = Gamma distribution function 
νi = Gamma distribution parameter that affects the shape of the distribution 
yi = Crash count of Census Block Group i 

The variance of the negative binomial distribution is (Long, 1997): 
 
 

 
If α, the dispersion parameter, begins to approach zero, then a Poisson becomes the appropriate model.  
The dispersion parameter is related to the gamma distribution parameter as follows (Long, 1997): 

       νi = α-1 for α > 0 

Using negative binomial generalized linear regression, we built expected crash models by crash severity 
type.  Fortunately for the people of Denver, there were not enough fatal crashes to conduct a statistically 
significant analysis, so we combined the injury crashes with the fatal crashes.  In the next section, we 
present results for the following four statistical models: 

   

 

 

 
 

The first two models include both segment-related and intersection crashes.  Since clear zone work 
typically focuses on the roadside area along a road segment, the second pair of models assesses only 
segment-related crashes. 

  

ln μi = Xiβ + εi
~

(   )P(yi|xi) = 
Г(yi + νi)
yi!Г(νi)

νi

νi + μi(   )
νi μi

νi + μi

yi

(   )Var(yi|xi) = μi 1+
μi

νi
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Some of the variables described in the data section ended up being highly correlated with one another, 
and we could not include such highly correlated variables in the statistical models due to the potential for 
multicollinearity issues.  For instance, traffic volume and the number of lanes resulted in a Pearson 
correlation coefficient of 0.55; household income and the education score variable had a Pearson 
correlation coefficient of 0.73.  Thus, final variable selections were made based on overall model 
strength.  We also tested interaction variables to see, for instance, if the influence of the tree-related 
variables made more of a difference in low- or high-income neighborhoods, or in neighborhoods with a 
greater percentage of older residents.  The results follow in the next section.   
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5.   RESULTS 

Relatively consistent trends emerged in the results of our statistical models.  The percent of tree canopy 
coverage was significant and negatively associated with crashes in all four models. Simply put, increased 
tree canopy coverage was significantly associated with fewer crashes.  This was the case when looking at 
both total crashes and segment-related crashes, as well as when considering all crash severities or those 
that resulted in an injury or fatality.  Table 5.1 presents the results of the four statistical models.  To 
improve clarity, we also calculated expected change in crashes per year based on changing a single 
independent variable and holding all other variables at their mean value for the dataset.  These results are 
shown in Table 5.2.  For example, in the top row with Model 1, Table 5.2 suggests that if the percent of 
tree canopy over the street decreased from a reference value of 10% to 0%, then this would be associated 
with an expected increase in total crashes of 24.5% (from 50.1 per year to 62.3).  The reference values 
were selected to be close to the mean for the dataset, while the levels represent either standard deviations 
of these variables or logical distinctions.  This expected difference in crash outcomes shown in Table 5.2 
is mathematically the same as elasticity values but easier to visualize and understand (Marshall & 
Garrick, 2011; Noland & Quddus, 2004).  With respect to the tree canopy coverage results, Table 5.1 
suggests that we would expect relatively drastic reductions in crashes in all four of our models, with all 
other variables being held at their mean, for streets with higher levels of tree canopy coverage.  For streets 
with 50% tree canopy coverage – as compared with the reference value of 10% tree canopy coverage – 
we would expect 58% fewer total crashes, 64% fewer injury and fatal crashes, 54% fewer segment 
crashes, and 50% fewer segment-related injury and fatal crashes.  It is important to note that these results 
do not imply causality.   

The number of trees per mile was not a significant variable in either of the road segment models, which 
suggests the prevalence of trees does not play a significant role in the segment crash disparities in our 
dataset. This variable was, however, significant and negatively associated with fewer crashes in both of 
the first two models that account for intersection crashes as well. However, interpreting the results is more 
complicated because of an interaction with household income.  To better understand this interaction, we 
created the matrix shown in Figure 5.1.  The nine squares depicted in the matrix represent one of nine 
combinations of household income and trees per mile.  Each of those variables (i.e., household income 
and trees per mile) is being tested across three levels.  For household income, we tested $40,000, $60,000 
and $80,000.  For trees per mile, we tested 25, 100, and 175; these tree numbers roughly correspond to 
one tree on both sides of the road every 400, 100, and 60 feet3.  Thus, the bottom left box represents 
lowest household income and lowest number of trees (i.e., $40,000 household income and 25 trees per 
mile); the top right box represents the highest income and the highest number of trees (i.e., $80,000 
household income and 175 trees per mile).  The center box (i.e., $60,000 household income and 100 trees 
per mile) is the reference from which the percent changes shown in the other boxes are calculated.  For 
instance, the top right box suggests that streets with the higher level of trees per mile – that are also 
located within wealthier neighborhoods – are associated with 20.8% fewer total crashes and 27.4% fewer 
injury and fatal crashes.  What is interesting about these results is that higher levels of trees per mile is 
associated with better safety outcomes in wealthier neighborhoods, but worse safety outcomes in lower-
income neighborhoods.  This suggests that these factors may be a proxy for other unmeasured differences 
between neighborhoods of varied incomes.  They may also relate to differences between lower- and 
higher-income neighborhoods in terms of the trees themselves.  In our Denver dataset, for instance, the 
streets located in the poorest quartile of neighborhoods averaged less than 3% tree canopy coverage; this 
percent of tree canopy coverage increases with every income quartile and reaches an average of 8.4% tree 
canopy coverage for the streets located in the highest income quartile.  It is possible that the number of 
trees per mile may be associated with different outcomes in lower- and higher-income neighborhoods, as 
                                                 
3 Please note that we tested the overall roadside prevalence of trees, as well as the average distance of the tree from 
the street, but not tree spacing along the street in this analysis.   
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larger trees have been shown to be common in wealthier neighborhoods (Burden, 2006; Das, 1979).  Our 
metric of trees per mile cannot capture such differences, so it would be good to see this issue receive 
further study once the tree caliper data catch up with the other tree-related data.   

The average distance from the pavement to the centroid of the street trees for each street was significant 
in the first three models and associated with fewer crashes.  As shown in Table 5.2, approximately 4 feet 
more in average distance is associated with between 5% and 7% more crashes, all other things held equal.  
This variable is not significant for segment-related injury and fatal crashes.  Also, since these average tree 
distances relate to the estimated centroid of the tree and do not account for tree size, we cannot yet 
determine actual distance from the pavement edge to the edge of the tree.  This also is an area for future 
research. 

As expected, our traffic volume exposure metric was significantly and positively associated with crashes 
in all four models (i.e., more cars equal more crashes).  The speed limit factor was also significant and 
positively associated with crashes in all four models; this result supports the existing literature suggesting 
“that the relationship between speed and road safety is causal, not just statistical” (Elvik, 2005).  In our 
models, the interaction of traffic volume and speed limit was also significant.  The results suggest that 
while higher traffic volumes and higher speed limits are both associated with more crashes, the 
combination of the two moderates poor safety outcomes, at least to some extent (akin to a safety in 
numbers effect).  Our other street design variable, the presence of a landscaped median, was significant in 
all four models.  Table 5.2 shows that streets with a landscaped median were associated with 
approximately 38% fewer crashes in Models 1 and 2 and 48% fewer crashes in Models 3 and 4.  With 
respect to road safety, landscaped medians help separate opposing traffic and limit opportunities for head-
on collisions, while also controlling and restricting left-turning traffic. They have also proven to be useful 
as pedestrian refuge areas when designed with sidewalks and curb-cuts. 

Two of our socio-demographic control variables were significant in all models: the age variable 
representing the percentage of residents older than 65, and the race/ethnicity variable characterizing the 
percentage of non-white residents in a neighborhood.  In both cases, higher percentages (of older or non-
white residents) were associated with fewer crashes across all four models.  That is, streets in 
neighborhoods with more older or non-white residents had fewer crashes, all other variables held equal.  
The variable measuring the percentage of residents less than 18 years of age was not significant in any 
model.  Our education score variable was significant in most models, but it was also highly correlated 
with the household income variable, which led to stronger overall models and was the variable selected 
for the final models presented. 

 
Figure 5.1  Expected Change in Annual Crashes per Mile based on Interaction of Median Household 
 Income and the Number of Street Trees per Mile 
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Variables

Intercept 6.2881 *** 4.0584 *** 5.6237 *** 2.3632 ***
Tree Canopy (percent street coverage) - 0.0219 ** - 0.0206 ** - 0.0154 ** - 0.0139 **
# of Street Trees per Mile - 0.0033 ** - 0.0037 ** - 0.0012 - 0.0023
Average Distance from Pavement to Street Tree - 0.0146 ** - 0.0180 ** - 0.0149 ** - 0.0061
Traffic Volumes (in thousands) 0.1988 *** 0.1929 *** 0.1623 *** 0.1571 ***
Speed Limit 0.0490 ** 0.0596 *** 0.0249 ** 0.0488 **
Presence of Median (0, 1) - 0.4718 *** - 0.4991 *** - 0.6566 *** - 0.6565 ***
% of Residents Greater than 65 Years of Age - 0.0195 ** - 0.0123 * - 0.0230 *** - 0.0121 *
% Non-White Residents - 0.0199 *** - 0.0175 *** - 0.0179 *** - 0.0130 ***
Household Income (average in 100,000s) - 0.2327 *** - 0.2611 *** - 0.1871 *** - 0.1743 ***

Interaction Variables
(# of Street Trees per Mile) x (Household Income) 0.0006 ** 0.0006 ** 0.0003 0.0002
(Traffic Volumes) x (Speed Limit) - 0.0043 *** - 0.0043 *** - 0.0033 *** - 0.0033 ***

Dispersion Parameter 0.8986 0.8896 0.8271 0.9257
Model Fit

Observations 616 616 616 616
AIC 8,360 5,902 6,965 4,263

* p <.10;  ** p < .05;  *** p< .01

Model 1:        
All            

Crashes

Model 2:        
Injury & Fatal 

Crashes

Model 3:        
Segment        
Crashes

Model 4:        
Injury & Fatal 

Segment Crashes

 Table 5.1  Negative Binomial Generalized Linear Regression Crash Models 
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Base Expected Crash Counts per Mile per Year
(calculated using mean values for all variables)

Tree Canopy (percent street coverage)
0% 62.3 24.5% 7.8 22.9% 19.1 16.6% 1.9 14.9%

10% (reference value) 50.1 - 6.4 - 16.4 - 1.7 -

20% 40.2 -19.7% 5.2 -18.6% 14.1 -14.3% 1.5 -13.0%

30% 32.3 -35.5% 4.2 -33.8% 12.1 -26.5% 1.3 -24.3%

40% 26.0 -48.2% 3.4 -46.1% 10.3 -37.0% 1.1 -34.1%

50% 20.8 -58.4% 2.8 -56.1% 8.9 -46.0% 1.0 -42.7%

60% 16.7 -66.5% 2.3 -64.3% 7.6 -53.7% 0.8 -50.1%

Avg. Distance from Pavement to Street Tree
4' 142.8 6.0% 21.2 7.5% 41.9 6.1% - -

8' (reference value) 134.7 - 19.7 - 39.5 - - -

12' 127.1 -5.7% 18.4 -6.9% 37.2 -5.8% - -

Presence of Median
No Median (reference value) 149.7 - 22.0 - 46.0 - 4.6 -

Median 93.4 -37.6% 13.4 -39.3% 23.9 -48.1% 2.4 -48.1%

Age: % of Residents Greater than 65 Years of Age
5% 149.2 10.2% 20.9 6.3% 44.7 12.2% 4.2 6.2%

10% (reference value) 135.3 - 19.7 - 39.8 - 3.9 -

15% 122.7 -9.3% 18.5 -6.0% 35.5 -10.9% 3.7 -5.9%

% of Non-White Residents
30% 171.1 22.0% 24.3 19.1% 48.9 19.6% 4.6 13.9%

40% (reference value) 140.2 - 20.4 - 40.9 - 4.0 -

50% 114.9 -18.0% 17.1 -16.1% 34.2 -16.4% 3.5 -12.2%

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Total Crashes
Injury & Fatal 

Crashes
Segment Crashes

Injury & Fatal 
Segment Crashes

1.8 % Change54.8 % Change 6.9 % Change 17.5 % Change

Table 5.2  Expected Change in Annual Crashes per Mile  
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6.   CONCLUSION 

Although we cannot generalize beyond Denver, the results suggest that – at least with respect to street 
trees in urban areas – the benefits of adhering to the clear zone concept seem overblown.  In fact, larger 
tree canopies are associated with improved road safety outcomes whether we are talking about total 
crashes or focusing on just injury and fatal crashes.  The prevalence of street trees in terms of the number 
per mile did not play a significant role in segment-related crash outcomes. In other words, more street 
trees per mile does not seem to make street segments less safe; conversely, fewer trees does not make 
street segments safer. However, when also considering intersection crashes, the number of street trees per 
mile associates with improved safety across all severity levels in wealthier neighborhoods, but worse 
safety in low-income neighborhoods.  Although we can speculate as to what might be causing this 
inconsistency, it is an equity issue that deserves future research. 

With regards to re-evaluating how we value transportation, what can we glean from results such as these?  
First, we should not take for granted the efficacy of design practices conjured in vastly different contexts.  
For instance, the GM Proving Grounds intended to simulate limited-access highway conditions outside of 
built-up human activity.  When high-speed highway crashes take place in this context, limiting fixed-
object hazards in the roadside makes sense.  If the empirical results hold true in the real world, then it 
would be logical to establish appropriate design criteria.  However, imparting the wisdom of highways 
onto urban streets in built-up areas surrounded by human activity may not have the desired effect.  In 
other words, it does not make much sense to focus our efforts on trying to reduce the consequences of 
high-speed crashes that are not desirable in the context of urban areas in the first place.  This is 
particularly problematic without sufficient empirical data for such recommendations to have been made in 
the first place, and in the case of urban clear zones, there was not.  This study begins to fill this gap, but 
there needs to be much more work to truly gain clarity on the clear zone concept.  It is also interesting to 
note the evidence that rural areas may not be seeing the expected safety gains either.  Lee and Mannering, 
for example, studied run-off-the-road crashes in Washington State and found wider lanes and shoulders 
associated with more crashes and fixed-object hazards with fewer crashes (Lee & Mannering, 1999).  
Ivan et al. found evidence of crash migration with reductions in fixed-object crashes being offset by more 
total crashes and multiple-vehicle crashes in rural Connecticut (Ivan, Raghubhushan, Pasupathy, & 
Ossenbruggen, 1999).  A related study of New Hampshire expected worse safety outcomes with more 
trees in the clear zone, but found the opposite (Ossenbruggen, Pendharkar, & Ivan, 2001).   

The second inference we can take from our results relates to the pervasive underestimation by engineers 
of how design differences might influence human behavior changes.  In the popular-press book, Traffic, 
Tom Vanderbilt highlights the 1908 story of Colonel Willoughby Verner, who had written a letter to his 
local newspaper about how he recently cutting back his hedges from the intersection near his home 
(Vanderbilt, 2008).  At the request of the local motor union, Verner trimmed his hedges back nearly 30 
yards and to a height of 4 feet.  Much to his surprise, Verner found that vehicle speeds dramatically 
increased after the hedges had been cut back.  When Verner discussed the issue with the police, they told 
him that people were now driving faster because they could see around the corner and felt safe doing so at 
higher speeds.  In response, Verner allowed the hedges to fill back in, and cars began to slow down 
(Vanderbilt, 2008).  Figure 6.1 is an excerpt from an FHWA document titled, Vegetation Control for 
Safety, that depicts “satisfactory” and “hazardous” conditions at an intersection (Eck & McGee, 2008).  If 
traffic speeds remain constant, then it stands to reason that the condition deemed satisfactory is safer; 
however, if fewer trees result in different driver behaviors and higher vehicle speeds, then the question of 
safety is much more complicated.   
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This concept of risk compensation is at the heart of the argument for why street trees might lead to better 
safety outcomes (Adams, 1995; Vanderbilt, 2008).  The idea is that making a street feel narrower – and 
perhaps even feel more dangerous as well – could entice people to behave differently and perhaps more 
safely.   Related to this theory, Dumbaugh and Gattis discuss the concept of a self-enforcing or self-
explaining street that, in essence, provides the driver guidance on an appropriate driving speed 
(Dumbaugh & Gattis, 2005).  The goal of a self-enforcing street is to use design elements rather than 
signage or police enforcement to manage vehicle speeds.  In the case of street trees in clear zones, the 
increased visual complexity and more pronounced street edge have been shown to be associated with 
reduced driving speeds (Burden, 2006; Godley, Fildes, Triggs, & Brown, 1999; Naderi, Kweon, & 
Maghelal, 2008).  Speed reduction can, in turn, impact road safety outcomes, particularly with respect to 
fatal and severe injury crashes.   

 
Figure 6.1  “Satisfactory” and “Hazardous” Intersection Treatments (Eck and McGee 2008) 
 
How does all of this impact the business and management policies of, for instance, a municipality or 
transportation agency?  Planting an urban street tree, including three years of maintenance, costs between 
$300 and $750, but the economic return of a single street tree seems to far exceed the initial costs 
(Burden, 2006).  By estimating the value of air conditioning savings, erosion control, wildlife habitat, and 
air pollution reduction over the life of an average urban tree, the American Forestry Institute estimated 
this benefit as just over $100,000 in today’s dollars (Moll and Young, 1992).  This estimate does not 
account for the research, suggesting that street trees add value to adjacent homes, businesses, and the tax 
base (which may explain the confounding relationship of household income on some of our results) (Das, 
1979; Burden, 2006) nor does it account for the economic and human health benefits related to fewer and 
less severe crashes, as suggested by our results. 
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Despite the economic and environmental advantages of street trees and the growing body of literature 
highlighting potential road safety benefits, tree removal policies – long ago reserved for highways and 
rural locations – continue to be commonplace in many urban settings (West, 2000).  For instance, the 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet recently removed 17 newly planted trees along an urban street in 
Louisville, and even charged the city $17,000 for the expense, saying these trees should not have been 
planted in the clear zone in the first place (Bruggers, 2014).  The district engineer said, “We are not anti-
tree at the Transportation Cabinet; we are pro-safety,” and went on to cite the need to preserve the clear 
zone (Bruggers 2014).  While more research is needed, there is already enough evidence to say that such 
statements should no longer be made without qualification.  Beyond their economic and environmental 
benefits, street trees have long been a staple of good urban design and shaping more livable spaces.  They 
may also support slower speeds, greater road user awareness, and in turn, improved road safety outcomes.   
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PART 2: THE USE OF AERIAL LIDAR IN MEASURING  
STREETSCAPE AND STREET TREES4 

 
8.   INTRODUCTION  

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a highly sophisticated Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
and remote sensing technology. Over the last couple decades, GIS and related technologies have played 
significant and often behind-the-scene roles in both basic transportation spatial database management uses 
and comprehensive transportation planning. LiDAR is now beginning to be used commonly for 
transportation purposes, such as to guide autonomous cars. For example, researchers in LiDAR sensor 
technology are working toward better object sensing to make the autonomous vehicles’ object detection 
capabilities more reliable (Funke, Brown, Erlien, & Gerdes, 2017). However, LiDAR has not yet been 
adapted for much in terms of more fundamental transportation research.  

The United States Geological Survey (USGS), with support of other agencies, is investing tens of millions 
of dollars annually to acquire LiDAR throughout the United States as part of its National Elevation 
Enhancement Program (NEEP) or 3D Elevation program (3DEP), which launched in 2011. The USGS 
lists flood risk management as the most important beneficiary of the NEEP program. However, 
infrastructure/construction management, natural resource conservation, agriculture and precision farming, 
water supply/quality, forest resource and wildfire mitigation, and aviation navigation/safety are all listed 
by USGS as business uses to benefit from the NEEP program (Snyder, 2012).  

Since NEEP LiDAR is publicly available and covering more area within the U.S. each year, the goal of 
this section is to determine if LiDAR data collected at NEEP standards can play a pivotal role in 
streetscape assessment. More specifically, we will attempt to assess the 3D measurements of objects 
within streetscape boundaries and compare the results against commonly derived 2D polygons of objects. 
Improved measurements of streetscapes will, hopefully, lead to breakthroughs in what could be described 
as diverging research results with respect to streetscape elements and various transportation-related 
outcomes. For instance, with street trees, the research has long been conflicted over their influence on 
road safety outcomes (Eric Dumbaugh, 2005a; Wolf & Bratton, 2006; Zeigler, 1986). Some studies 
suggest that street trees are associated with better safety outcomes (Marshall, Coppola, & Golombek, 
2018), while other studies find them to be hazardous (Turner & Mansfield, 1990; Zeigler, 1986). One 
reason for inconsistent findings may be that few existing studies adequately measure streetscapes. For 
streetscape mapping, we must decipher between objective versus subjective measuring methods. The 
older studies focus on crude, and sometimes subjective, measures such as manual tree counts. This section 
attempts to introduce a much more objective measuring method by incorporating aerial LiDAR, a 
technology proven for its high accuracy measuring techniques. 

Airborne LiDAR – with its large swath survey grade surface model compilation capability and multi-
point return characteristic – has evolved into the preferred method for tree canopy collection (Lesky, 
Cohen, Parker, & Harding, 2002). A fundamental difference between an assessment that utilizes LiDAR 
canopy data versus specific tree count, or two-dimensional polygons derived from remote sensing 
imagery, is the spatial characteristics of these methods. Tree counts display an accurate accounting of the 
specific number of street trees. Polygons derived from common imagery sensors like Quickbird display 
canopy coverage area only. When assessing streetscapes, both tree counts and 2D canopy polygons 
displayed individual tree quantities and canopy areas, respectively.  However, both methods have severe 

                                                 
4 This portion of the report has been peer-reviewed and published: Golombek, Y, and Marshall, W.  Use of Aerial 
Lidar in Measuring Streetscape and Street Trees. Transportation Research Record, No. 2673: 125-135, 2019 
(doi.org/10.1177/0361198119837194).  
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limitations with respect to incorporating tree characteristics themselves. In addition to trees, other 
stationary objects within a streetscape are also important to assess, such as signs, light poles, and 
buildings, to name a few.  

This section will present a comprehensive methodology for measuring 3D characteristics of trees within a 
streetscape as well as other large 3D objects, such as powerlines, light poles, and signs. Additionally, this 
section will measure and statistically assess the 3D street-tree delineations against 2D-derived tree 
polygons from LiDAR to show if and how 3D measuring of streetscape objects differs from conventional 
2D assessments.  

The data used for this assessment are USGS Quality Level 2 (QL2) data, scheduled to be produced for the 
conterminous United States (CONUS) and Hawaii within the next eight years (Hans Karl Heidemann, 
2018). QL 2 LiDAR data have a nominal point spacing of around 0.5 meters, or a point density of around 
2 points per square meter. If our assessment can be adequately performed with QL2 data, then it can 
become common practice and widely applied in many municipalities (where QL2 or better data already 
exist) and eventually in most municipalities across the United States for assisting to assess 3D 
characteristics of features within streetscapes. 
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9.   LITERATURE REVIEW  

Over the past two decades, the improvement of quality and accuracy of remote sensing technologies has 
impacted transportation research.    

In the early 2000s, the Transportation Research Board held three annual seminars as part of the National 
Consortium on Remote Sensing in Transportation (NCRST) (Remote Sensing for Transportation Products 
and Results: Foundations for the Future, 2001). The conferences were a response to increased demands to 
assess new methods and technologies to enhance the planning, designing, managing, operating, and 
maintaining of all modes of transportation, noting that aerial and satellite remote sensing were 
experiencing rapid development at that time. Aerial Lidar was in its infancy and used in conference case 
studies for airport and runway glide-slope measuring for obstruction mapping. Other LiDAR case studies 
were related to traditional LiDAR uses, such as alignment surveys, roadway flood risk, and general terrain 
mapping. In total, 37 projects were displayed at the 2001 seminar alone. Yet, none of them were focused 
on urban object mapping applications, likely because the technology at that time was primitive compared 
with today’s remote sensing technology. The seminars seemed to focus on various forms of feature 
extraction from GPS verified ortho-imagery, and also included topographical studies from very low-
resolution satellites, at least by today’s standards. 

Relating to street mapping, a recent study looked at utilizing high resolution satellite and aerial images. 
This study used an algorithmic, intensity, and image classification methodology to pick out a variety of 
road segments in an automated way. The results were improvements over older imagery-based extraction 
studies, but still not overly impressive (extraction accuracy ranged from 86% for higher class roads to 
67.3% for lower class roads) (Luo et al., 2018). With the streets themselves being among the most 
contrasting and identifiable objects in a streetscape, these results suggest that automated imagery 
extraction practices would not likely yield accurate results for individual streetscape mapping. When 
LiDAR is consolidated with imagery extraction approaches, street feature extractions are significantly 
more accurate (Shyue, Huang, Lee, & Kao, 2012).  

A study by Yin (Yin, 2017) evaluates streetscape measures related to walkability research conducted by 
Ewing and Handy (Ewing & Handy, 2009) and Purciel and Marrone (Purciel, M., & Marrone, 2006). 
These authors defined the streetscape features qualitatively and developed a comprehensive manual to 
guide field observation for quantitative measures of these features. These measures, however, were based 
on observational tools that require extensive manual labor and estimated measures through sometimes 
subjective observations, which can be inconsistent across the raters (Yin, 2017). In Yin’s study, GIS and 
remotely sensed imagery were utilized to extract buildings and trees, among other features. Height 
attributes from the assessor database gave buildings their heights, and trees were grouped into small, 
medium, and large categories. Recent studies found that objective measures of the built environment had 
stronger associations with walking than subjective measures, and suggested future studies to include 
objective measures (Lin & Moudon, 2010; Yin, 2014). Yin’s study builds on these previous works by 
using remote sensing and 3D GIS to objectively measure street level urban design qualities and test their 
correlation with observed data. The statistical results concluded that 3D GIS helped generate objective 
measures on view-related variables. Additionally, if Yin’s study utilized the highly accurate measuring 
capabilities of LiDAR, the results would likely yield even more objective results. 

A comprehensive 2014 New York City study with a significant LiDAR/GIS focus incorporated nearly 
240,000 crashes over nearly 75,000 road segments to study street-side characteristics on crashes. This 
study incorporated many variables, including trees, buildings, cross-section widths, and street types, to 
name a few (Harvey & Aultman-Hall, 2015). This study derived LiDAR-based tree canopies as part of the 
study. Of all features/variables studied, street enclosure due to tree canopy, by far, had the largest 
association with crash outcomes. However, this study appears to analyze 2D tree polygon coverage area 
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only within a streetscape, neglecting 3D tree features. For example, if two streetscapes had 15% total tree 
coverage, one could have significantly more tree density/biomass, because the 3D characteristics are not 
taken into account. These types of characteristics may be critical for understanding the impact of urban 
streetscapes on transportation-related outcomes. 

Recently, a graph-cut segmentation method was used to extract street poles from mobile LiDAR (Zheng, 
Wang, & Xu, 2017). The authors’ proposed method extracted features with an overall detection 
probability of greater than 90%. Mobile LiDAR is far more dense and accurate than traditional aerial 
LiDAR. Unfortunately, large-scale mobile LiDAR collection and processing efforts are costly. Due to the 
current early stages of the technology, automated extraction efforts are not common, and classification of 
features is very time consuming. A purpose of this study is to propose streetscape measuring techniques 
with data collected for the U.S. national LiDAR database, and there are no plans in sight to incorporate 
mobile LiDAR into the USGS national database.  
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10.   DATA & METHODS 

10.1   Overview 

In this section, we investigate new 3D methods for measuring streetscape features given common data 
available from the USGS national dataset. The Harvey and Altman-Hall study mentioned above analyzes 
buildings and trees against crash data, while a different study by these authors focuses on a building 
location and characteristics as a prime feature for assessing streetscapes. (Harvey, Aultman-Hall, Troy, & 
Hurley, 2017). Though more focused on subjective methods of measuring streetscapes for walkability, 
Ewing and Clemente include building characteristics and landscaping features and also include 
streetscape objects such as landmarks and signage (Reid & Clemente, 2013).  

Buildings and trees are features commonly extracted by automated applications in LiDAR software. Other 
streetscape features, such as signs, landmarks, power poles, and overhanging lights (to name a few), 
would initially have an automated LiDAR classification of “Unclassified” or “Other” and require manual 
classification. Studies linking LiDAR building classifications with actual building footprints show that the 
LiDAR processing community has made significant inroads with producing highly accurate building 
footprints from LiDAR (Saraf et al., 2018; Wang, Zeng, & Lehrbass, 2012).  

The same cannot be said about urban trees. Studies comparing actual tree biomass to LiDAR results have 
not been nearly as successful as those for buildings (Gu & Townsend, 2017; Plowright, Coops, Eskelson, 
Sheppard, & Aven, 2016). Also, LiDAR tree characteristics are geared toward crude mass and density 
figures as opposed to how trees are measured and represent themselves within streetscapes. Therefore, 
this methodology will focus on new methods to measure trees at different height intervals within 
streetscapes. 

The specific unit of analysis for this study is street corridor sections, and we compare voxel data of trees 
to 2D-derived LiDAR tree data within street corridors (or streetscapes). In geospatial terms, a voxel is a 
3D pixel and will be discussed in depth later in the Methods section of this section. To establish our 
study, three critical pieces of information are required: i) LiDAR derived tree canopy data, ii) street data 
for establishing streetscapes, and iii) tree-point data containing attributes about the trees ultimately linked 
to the tree polygon data.  

10.2   Tree Data – LiDAR 

LiDAR collected for the entire Denver area during leaf-off conditions is publicly available by USGS. 
These data have a nominal point spacing of approximately 0.7 points per meter, similar to the QL2 data 
the USGS requires. As a form of aerial surveying that outputs x,y,z survey points in the form of a very 
dense standard (.las) point cloud file, LiDAR does not contain the geometric distortions present with other 
aerial remote sensing platforms, which is why LiDAR is now considered a preferred method for such 
measurements.  

The area of interest (AOI) covers approximately 21 square miles (nearly 15% of Denver’s boundary) of a 
fairly uniform part of Denver and contains 20 LAS LiDAR point-cloud files. A software called MARS 
(produced by Merrick & Company), which is discussed in more detail below, was used to filter out the 
tree data and to create tree polygons of canopy areas. A total of 142,300 tree polygons were derived from 
this 21-square-mile AOI. The 2D and 3D tree modeling process is described in more detail in Figure 10.1. 
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Figure 10.1  Example of street segment units divided into Thiessen Polygons with tree coverage; the 
center polygon contains a 3D aggregated example of the height intervals  
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10.3   Tree Data – Tree Points 

Denver’s Department of Parks and Recreation maintains GPS point data from various parts of the city. 
Fortunately, Denver maintains a complete tree inventory covering a significant part of the AOI specified 
above. A shapefile of the data was downloaded, and the AOI was clipped from the data. A total of 48,598 
roadside trees were present in the AOI. The tree point data will not be used in the analysis. However, the 
data are important because they denote tree species. The LiDAR data were collected during leaf-off, 
which is common for USGS 3DEP since ground topography is a priority of the 3DEP program. For 
mapping forest structure, LiDAR data are optimally collected under leaf-on conditions, while leaf-off 
LiDAR are preferred for ground detection needed to map elevation (Anderson, Thompson, & Austin, 
2005). Therefore, the tree point layer can assist with segregating deciduous and non-deciduous trees, 
since the collection period was during leaf-off.   

10.4   Street Network Data / Street Segments 

The unit of measure for our study is the street segment. We first divide the AOI into Thiessen proximal 
polygons (or Voronoi polygons, as mathematicians call them). Thiessen polygon datasets are mutually 
exclusive, non-overlapping, and cover the entire AOI. Thiessen polygons are used in this model because 
they divide the polygons (streetscapes in this case) in a clean and uniform manner, and they can be 
created with a GIS application around a designated focal point set. The focal points for our project are the 
intersections. In urban streetscapes, the intersections are areas of high activity; therefore, we made the 
intersections the centroids. The Thiessen/Voronoi method gives weights to high event areas and is a 
popular model and spatial method for focusing on focal event points (Gold, 1991). 

Additionally, the street right-of-way (ROW) data extend beyond the boundary of each street curb. 
Approximately 10 to 20 feet of LiDAR tree coverage data are clipped to the ROW in order to perform 
analysis on the features that interact with not just the roadways, but the peripheral views within a 
streetscape. 

10.5   3D Characteristics of Tree Canopies  

When considering grid spacing for voxels, we must consider an optimal vertical and horizontal voxel size. 
USGS stresses the importance of regularity of point patterns for horizontal spacing throughout a dataset, 
and requires a spatial distribution of at least a point per grid cell (Hans Karl Heidemann, 2018). Since the 
statistics of the LiDAR used in this study have an average point spacing of around 2 feet, we adhere to 
USGS standards and set the horizontal voxel spacing to 3 feet in order to assure the vast majority of the 
AOI will contain at least a LiDAR point per grid space. 

When setting the vertical size of the voxel, other factors must be considered, particularly the concept of 
occlusion, or occluded data. Once all pulses intersecting the voxel grid were traversed, a classification 
grid is established. The voxel classification discriminates between voxels observed with (filled) and 
without (empty) a laser return inside the voxel. Voxels that were completely hidden from the laser 
instrument are considered occluded. Occluded voxels are those theoretically traversed by the pulses, 
meaning the pulses would have reached the voxel, but all energy was already intercepted due to earlier 
interactions of the laser pulses with canopy material (Kükenbrink, Schneider, Leiterer, Schaepman, & 
Morsdorf, 2017). 

An in-depth study by Kükenbrink et al. is one of the few studies that address occluded voxels to attempt 
to minimize their presence. The study notes that occlusion under leaf-off conditions accounts for only 
1.5% of total canopy volume, as opposed to 25% for leaf on or non-deciduous conditions. Fortunately, the 
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data in this study, along with most required USGS-sponsored LiDAR datasets, require leaf-off conditions 
to maximize ground point coverage. However, this factor will force us to consider separating deciduous 
and non-deciduous trees, such as pine trees, that do not shed their leaves. 

Kükenbrink et al.’s study notes that the larger the voxel size, the lower the percentage of occluded canopy 
and the higher the percentage of observed canopy. It is important to keep this in mind while considering 
the focus of this study, which is the ability to measure features in streetscapes in three dimensions. The 
1.5% minimal leaf-off occlusion represents a pixel 5 meters in height. Yet, this study is attempting to 
sectionalize a streetscape in smaller intervals in order to ultimately try to analyze how streetscape features 
affect fundamental transportation outcomes such as road safety. Therefore, we compromise with a 1.5 
meter (5-ft tall) voxel. This allows the streetscape to be divided into 5-ft vertical intervals, yet the 
occluded data are still relatively low at less than 10% for leaf-off conditions per the statistics present in 
Kükenbrink et al.’s study. 

In addition to Kükenbrink et al.’s study, a voxel study in southern Sweden, which correlated tree 
characteristics and crown base height based off actual field measurements, utilized similar LiDAR criteria 
to the QL2 data and returned an R2=0.84 (Holmgren, Persson, & Söderman, 2008). A voxel-based 
method in eastern Texas did the same and concluded that a LiDAR height-bins (i.e., voxels) approach has 
high potential for becoming the standardized method for processing and exchanging forestry LiDAR data 
(Popescu & Zhao, 2008). 

10.6   Quantitative Tree Canopy Zones within Street Segments 

Since state plane coordinates, a feet-unit-based system, are used as a common system to link the different 
data features in this study, a voxel of 3 feet in width and 5 feet in height is used. The maximum height of 
trees resulting from the LiDAR in the AOI is 90 feet; therefore, 18 zones are created, with each zone 
being 5 feet in width. Unlike forested areas where LiDAR points end at ground or natural features, there 
is a high tendency for point interference at the lowest layer of these zones due to reflectance of cars and 
other objects beneath the tree crown. To eliminate this point interference below urban tree crowns, we 
exclude the first zone, as is common for urban tree characteristic studies from airborne LiDAR, since the 
interference may have a tendency to distort the data classification (Hollaus et al., 2010; Koma, Koenig, & 
Höfle, 2016). Therefore, our analysis is performed on 17 zones, the first zone being 5 to 10 feet in height 
and the last zone being 85 to 90 feet in height. 
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Figure 10.2  Left: example of height interval zones across a LiDAR point cloud; Right: example of 3D 

voxels covering a group of trees 

In our AOI, the street segments are calculated into 2,119 Theissen polygons that also consist of the 
Denver tree point data mentioned above. Since the vast majority of trees in the AOI are deciduous, and 
calculating density features on deciduous and non-deciduous trees during leaf-off collection yields 
different results, we use Denver’s tree point dataset to filter out polygons with non-deciduous trees.  The 
result is 1,445 Theissen polygon street segments in east Denver, which will be the basis of this analysis. 

As mentioned above, a software called MARS (produced by Merrick & Company) was used to filter out 
the tree data and to create tree polygons of canopy areas. Creating 2D LiDAR tree canopy polygons is a 
common LiDAR software procedure where the software will detect light energy characteristics of multi-
point return vegetation data within the point cloud, then smooth and cluster the data to create polygon 
features out of trees. The same MARS software is used to derive the voxel zones as well, where point 
cloud data are extracted from each specified zone. The voxels are exported to ENVI-based .dat, which are 
one of the few volumetric pixel data sets available. The resulting export is 1,445 .dat files, where 
each .dat file has 17 bands, and each band represents a single elevation zone within each street segment. 

GIS applications and processing take the raster-based .dat files and convert them from raster into vector 
data, where canopy data for within each zone are polygons within the street segment polygons. The end 
result is a street segment polygon layer with 1,445 records, where each record represents a street segment. 
This layer also has two fields for each zone. The first being the area (in square feet) of total canopy 
coverage in a street segment, and the second being the percentage of area in each zone per street segment. 
Since a major purpose of this study is to evaluate 3D streetszone measuring techniques against similar 2D 
results and to show their differences, the 2D-derived LiDar data are appended to this layer, along with 
aggregate data from all zones combined. 

10.7   Statistical Methodology 

We are trying to answer the following question: Is there significant coverage variation in roadside trees at 
different height intervals, and does the holistic measuring of trees at different height intervals have any 
correlation with the traditionally derived 2D polygons from LiDAR? If we find significant variation, then 
it is imperative that 3D characteristics be taken into account when assessing roadside tree characteristics. 
If not, then a 2D delineation of roadside trees should be sufficient.  
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In this case, the dependent variable is the 2D delineation of the LiDAR street tree data derived in this 
study, and the explanatory variables are the 3D quantities of each zone. We assign the 2D polygon 
delineation as the dependent variable, since it is a single variable that represents all 2D polygon 
classifications. Since the 3D voxel derivation has different data at each height interval, and since we are 
interested in correlations between these intervals and the 2D LiDAR derived polygons, we set the 3D 
height zones as the explanatory variables. We note that the dependent variable is not normally distributed. 
However, we are only looking for a descriptive summary of relationships between each tree zone and 
their corresponding 2D canopy coverage. An ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model can be used 
to describe the relationships between two or more variables in a sample without making any assumptions 
when the dependent variable is continuous, and that the relationships between these variables are linear.  
As a result, regression models can be used in a descriptive manner to summarize the relationships 
between the variables in a sample (Allen, 1997). Therefore, we will run an OLS regression test on the 
tabular data for 2D vs. 3D data on each road segment. 

y  β x  ε  

 
yn= Percentage of 2D canopy coverage per street segment 
xni = The individual coverage variables for each height zone 
βi = Estimated vector of coefficients representing effects of the covariates 
εi = Stochastic component representing random error used to account for overdispersion 

The OLS is used to show how the various height zones modeled compare with the dependent variable, 
which is the 2D single layer derived LiDAR canopy. To assess whether the means of the various zones 
contains statistical significance with each other, we use an analysis of variance (ANOVA), which works 
optimally with normally distributed data. When data are not normally distributed, non-parametric tests, 
specifically the Kruskal-Wallis test (commonly known as the non-parametric version of the one-way 
ANOVA), is often used instead of ANOVA. Though for this dataset, there are a couple of problems with 
the Kruskal-Wallis test. First, like other non-parimetric tests, the Kruskal-Wallis is a statistics rank test, 
and this dataset is not one that involves ranking. Second, the Kruskal-Wallis does not work well with 
large datasets (Fan & Zhang, 2012; Minitab, 2018). 

Studies show that non-normal data are appropriate for one-way ANOVA or other parametric tests. 
Fortunately, an ANOVA is not very sensitive to moderate deviations from normality; simulation studies, 
using a variety of non-normal distributions, have shown that the false positive rate is not affected very 
much by this violation of the assumption. Also, ANOVA tests are valid when the variables being tested 
have similar patterns of distributions and variances (Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1972; Lisa M. Lix, 
1996), as the 2D and 3D canopy data clearly displays. 
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y̅i . mean of the observations at each elevation zone 
y̅.. mean of all observations 
yij value of each elevation zone (i) as a factor of (j) zones. 

 
When performing an ANOVA on the dataset, we will evaluate the entire dataset and individual sections in 
order to see if certain patterns about relationships of the means develop between the different zones. Since 
this study looks to either justify or dismiss the need for 3D measuring of trees vs. 2D measurements, 
exploring the differences or similarities of means assists us in this determination. 
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11.   RESULTS / DISCUSSION 

11.1   Statistical Results 

At the QL2 level of point cloud density, only buildings and trees can be derived in an automated process. 
Other features in a streetscape, such as signs, light-poles, power-poles, and overhead streetlights, require 
in-depth manual filtering of the data, assisted with high resolution imagery or processed paired with a 
Google StreetView type application. Per Figure 11.1, only a handful of QL2 LiDAR points hit street 
lamps and traffic lights in a sample Denver intersection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.1  QL2 Data of Street Intersection; Street Light and Traffic Light Features 
are Circled in the Top LiDAR Point-Cloud 
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These features yielded zero to a few sporadic points per feature and could not be deciphered by QL2 
density LiDAR by itself. A 2011 study by Shiahn-Wern et al. attempts to build on developed methods and 
hybrid approaches to assist with feature extraction. It also notes the intensive research that has been 
undertaken on classification of natural and man-made features from aerial LiDAR in urban environments; 
yet, the study is only limited to trees, buildings, grass, and roads (Shyue et al., 2012). Therefore, we 
accept that smaller man-made objects within a streetscape cannot be determined in similar ways to trees 
and buildings via a simple, automated process when using QL2 LiDAR data. 

Table 11.1  OLS Regression Results 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 11.1 notes the descriptive summary within the zones, with the 2D LiDAR derived polygons set as 
the dependent variable, per the OLS linear regression test. As expected, we see the strongest relationship 
with the aggregated 3D-derived polygons with the 2D canopy/dependent variable. Per Figure 10.1, the 3D 
aggregated canopy layer is modeled directly off the 2D-derived layer. The only difference being that 
some holes will exist in the 3D-aggregated layer where LiDAR hits penetrated straight to the ground. 
Empty spaces in these features are a factor of the tree density since the voxel grid illustrates the density of 
the data being collected. In simpler terms, when one can see sunlight through a tree canopy, these are 
often areas where a LiDAR point would penetrate straight to the ground without recording a hit on the 
tree. 
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From these results, we find that the coefficients and t-stats/p-values are quite sporadic throughout the 
different zones modeled, and even more so in the upper layers. The weak and sporadic coefficients 
compared with the aggregated 3D model indicate weak relationships between the individual zones and the 
dependent variable. Even more noteworthy is there seems to be no pattern of which zones have stronger 
or weaker coefficients, and also those data seem sporadic and unorganized. We infer from these sporadic 
patterns that measuring streetscape features in 3D are significantly different than the commonly used 2D-
derived LiDAR tree polygons, and that the 2D polygons do not provide an objective accountability of 
what the streetscape actually looks like or how it is quantified.  Next, we look at the results of the 
ANOVA single factor test on different groups of data where α = 0.05.  
 
Table 11.2  ANOVA Results for All Zones 2D and Aggregated 3D Polys and 3 Height-Zones with 

Closest Characteristics 

In Table 11.2, we ran the ANOVA on three different variations of the data. One variation was all the data 
grouped together, one was only assessing the 2D polygon areas with the 3D aggregated polygons, and the 
third looked at three zones (specifically zones 5, 6, and 7). The ‘Average’ field statistic in Table 11.2 
notes the average percentage of canopy coverage for that zone throughout the 1,445 Thiessen polygons in 
the sample dataset. The result of running the data on all the zones and only the 2D polygons and 3D 
aggregate polygons resulted in very high F values, leading to p-values of at or very near zero. These test 
scores suggest there is extreme variation between the means of the different zones and variation within 
the zones themselves.  

Since Zones 5, 6, and 7 were closest in range of all zones, we ran the ANOVA on only those zones to see 
if we could find any patterns or similar means. Though the F value in this group was reduced significantly 
from the other examples, it still resulted in a p-value near zero. This indicates that even zones with the 
closest average coverage values still have significant differences of means. 
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What we learn from these two statistical tests is that when assessing roadside trees within a streetscape, 
the 3D measurements detail different measures from the commonly used 2D GIS polygons, both of which 
originate from the same LiDAR derived tree canopies. We see that predictions cannot be made with basic 
statistics from one height zone to the next, giving merit to the need to assess the complete picture rather 
than 2D canopy data when trying to assess the role trees play in transportation-related research outcomes. 

11.2 Occlusion and Deciduous versus Non-Deciduous Trees 

This statistical assessment considered the differences of occlusion that occur between deciduous and non-
deciduous trees, noting that LiDAR data are rarely lost in deciduous trees when collected during leaf-off 
conditions. In this study’s AOI, 3,250 of the roadside trees out of 48,598 total trees were non-deciduous 
(mainly pine species). Figure 11.2 visually compares aggregated 3D polygons layers on top of 2D canopy 
layers (green) of both non-deciduous and deciduous trees. Green pixels either do not contain a LiDAR 
pulse or contain a clear canopy opening where the pulse simply penetrates to the ground. Since non-
deciduous trees have high potential for occluded LiDAR and therefore inaccurate modeling, we chose not 
to assess them in this study and eliminated any Thiessen polygons that included non-deciduous trees.  

Figure 11.2 shows examples of leaf-off and non-deciduous pine trees of similar height. Upper height 
zones are pink while the lower height zones are yellow. For visual analysis, the lower yellow layers are 
stacked on top of the upper pink layers in the GIS. The crown-spreads are circled. Figure 11.2 notes how 
the thick structure of the non-deciduous pine can obstruct LiDAR from hitting the lower parts within the 
tree, since the lower (yellow) zones have no LiDAR returns and Google StreetView confirms dense 
foliage throughout. However, LiDAR penetrates most parts of the deciduous, leaf-off crowns all the way 
to the ground, allowing accurate 3D tree modeling. This visual appears to support Kükenbrink et al.’s 
study showing how non-deciduous trees obscure LiDAR below the canopy. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.2  Deciduous and Non-Deciduous Coverage Example Overlaid Over 2D LiDAR Derived 
Polygons (Green) 
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12.   CONCLUSIONS 

These results suggest there are significant quantifying differences between traditional 2D and 3D 
modeling of trees in a streetscape. Since 3D measurements of trees in streetscapes are more objective than 
2D-derived polygons, the 3D method should be considered in transportation streetscape-related topics, 
such as safety assessments and “livable” streets, or streets that seek to better integrate the needs of 
pedestrians and local developmental objectives into a roadway’s design (Eric Dumbaugh, 2005b). While 
2D GIS has been widely used in planning, it is limited in terms of visualizing and analyzing physical 
objects that need to be understood in their solid forms with sensory information, such as texture, shape, 
and size, as well as in vertical dimensions and spatial relations, such as elevation, heights, volume, and 
space (Yin & Shiode, 2014). 

2D LiDAR canopy polygons contain an area and max elevation height as their primary attributes. 
Attributes of a 3D polygon derived from voxel data contain a lot more. It can contain density information 
by noting quantities of voxels with LiDAR hits that overlap in a single canopy (Figure 12.1). The 
individual 3D polygons can also quantify areas at each elevation interval to provide analysts with canopy 
quantities at different heights to provide a much more objective view of how tree features are actually 
appearing within a streetscape. 

LiDAR collection for studies like this is often cost-prohibitive. Yet, with the USGS NEEP or 3DEP 
program currently in progress, LiDAR data on a national level are available to a significant percentage of 
the United States with the goal of eventually covering the entire country over the next decade. Research 
shows that for leaf-off conditions, the current USGS QL2 data standard, which is the most common 
required collection standard, is appropriate for measuring street trees and building footprints in the 
streetscape but not much more. It is important to note that mainstream commercial LiDAR is less than 20 
years old, and significant improvements in sensor collection capabilities are in process. With that, it may 
be possible that in another 10 years or so, much higher density LiDAR may be available that can pick up 
other streetscape objects. Also, mass-produced street LiDAR may be available if autonomous vehicles 
require LiDAR databases internally to back up potential sensor malfunctions while driving. Mobile Lidar 
is a new technology that collects extremely dense 3D streetscape data; yet, the processing and feature 
extraction is currently very labor intensive and time consuming.  

The Harvey-Altman study mentioned above is one of the few studies that utilize LiDAR data to measure 
urban transportation safety at a large scale. This study focuses on “enclosure,” the collective effect of 
large objects surrounding a street, chiefly buildings and trees, to define the spatial extents of a streetscape 
and restrict long sight lines (Harvey & Aultman-Hall, 2015) and yields several results based on LiDAR-
derived buildings and trees. Utilizing 2D LiDAR derived polygons (as in Harvey-Altman’s study) only 
explains maximum height of the canopy and total canopy area; yet, enclosure includes many other 
important factors, particularly the heights of the multiple canopy sections per canopy that encroach upon a 
street.  Incorporating voxel mapping to extract 3D characteristics of trees along with the LiDAR filtering 
of buildings can significantly contribute to an enclosure matrix and provide new insights into the role of 
enclosure in transportation safety research.  

Furthermore, relating to transportation research, this analysis is also significant because research is 
conflicted about the association between street trees and crashes. Traditional engineering and planning 
simply focused on tree counts and characteristics, as they would relate to direct impact should a car run 
off a road (Turner & Mansfield, 1990; Zeigler, 1986). Yet more recent studies indicate that an increased 
presence of urban trees and landscape improvement could help reduce crash counts (E. Dumbaugh, 2006; 
Naderi, Kweon, & Maghelal, 2008). Others acknowledge that the relationship between streetscape tree 
characteristics and crashes is still not well understood (Wolf & Bratton, 2006). 
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Figure 12.1  Streetscape Street-Tree Density 

This research allows for objective measuring of trees in streetscapes and allows for analyzing large 
quantities of street segments in a single instance. This unique methodology and new concepts about 
measuring streetscape trees presented in this section will, hopefully, provide transportation research with 
a more definitive answer on the role that street trees play in transportation-related outcomes. 
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PART 3: APPENDICES 

14.   TEACHING MATERIALS  

This following first shows the assignment from CVEN 5633: Case Studies in Sustainable Transportation, 
followed by two examples of student work. 

14.1   Assignment from CVEN 5633: Sustainable Transportation 

14.1 1 Example of Student Output No. 1 for CVEN 5633 
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14.1.2 Example of Student Output No. 2 from CVEN 5633 
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15. GIS METHODS AND ANALYSIS 
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